We have an amazing 12 self guided tours to choose

Sarria to Santiago de Compostela

7 DAY CIRCUIT

FRENCH WAY: O CEBREIRO- SANTIAGO
The history of the ST JAMES WAY dates back to the early ninth century with the discovery of the tomb of St. James, evangelizer of Spain. The finding of this holy mausoleum is surrounded by a rich popular imagination instead of distorting been preserved and filled with colorful historical narrative. There are no accurate data on the circumstances of the discovery of the revered mausoleum; its discoverers saw this as a divine revelation of the establishment of the burial cult of Santiago in the place where it was found ...

Itinerary
DAY 1. ARRIVAL BY OWN ACCOUNT AND OVERNIGHT IN SARRIA *

DAY 2. SARRIA - PORTOMARÍN (22.4 KM):
The twenty-seventh journey is for a good part of the walkers the first, as Sarria is very close to the mythical and last 100 kilometers. The minimum distance to be traveled on foot to win the Compostela. The stage does not disappoint at all or the first time or the experienced pilgrim. It offers countless villages from the Sarria area, Paradela and Portomarin, good examples of Romanesque neighborhood paved tracks, trails and rural corridors, medieval bridges, rustic bridges ...

DAY 3. PORTOMARÍN - PALAS DE REI (25 KM):
The stage is fractionated by the Ligonde mountain, which in turn divides the basins of the rivers Miño and Ulloa and the Concellos of Portomarin and Monterroso. Although the beginning is promising and offer a relax climbing of Mount San Antonio, the rest are modest, provincial and even national roads. However they enliven the journey with good examples of Romanesque churches, including the possibility to stop in Vilar de Donas to visit San Salvador, ancient pilgrim hospitals and the valuable cruise of Lameiros.

DAY 4. PALAS DE REI - ARZUA (30 KM):
The French Route leaves Palas by the Campo dos Romeiros, traditional meeting place for pilgrims to enter the medieval village of Leboreiro. Among Leboreiro and Melide, crosses the Furelos village and its river through a medieval bridge into the urban area of Melide. From this point, the Camino passes through Boente and Castaneda to reach Arzúa, cheese villa. The Camino is presented in this docile stage and in very good condition, mixing earth and stone with small little road between villages, with mild climbs and descents alternating with flat sections.

DAY 5. ARZÚA - O PINO / AMENAL (19.1 KM):
Between Arzúa and the cathedral of Santiago there are nearly 40 kilometers and the most logical and prudent way to divide the section in two stages is stoping and inn in Santa Irene or in O Pedrouzo. The City Council of Arzúa gives the baton to O Pino in a comfortable way, with easier slopes and tracks always close to the N-547.
DAY 6. O PINO / AMENAL - SANTIAGO (22 KM):
We're almost at our goal. Walking becomes peaceful, maybe by fear of ending and not knowing or not wanting to do next. About tracks full of leaf, between the last patches of pine and eucalyptus trees, close together and symmetrical, in some areas, also some oak, reaching the last villages. Today's stage takes us first to the town of Lavacolla. Upon reaching the top, you pass by the airport and begin the gentle descent to Lavacolla. By Lavacolla passes a stream that the ancient pilgrims used to wash and purify themselves before reaching Santiago de Compostela. Lavacolla, as in the term of Santiago, is located close to the Monte do Gozo, a small hill from which pilgrims have first view of the Cathedral of Santiago. The Monte do Gozo, converted into the Xacobeo 93 in an area for pilgrims, has a large monument on its summit, the source and the chapel of San Marcos. From here, the journey is almost urban, coming to the Cathedral through the San Lazaro neighborhood, Rúa de San Pedro, Door of the Camino, Rua das Casas Reais and Plaza de Cervantes, loss and directly access to the cathedral through the Holy Door, or if no Holy Year for the Azabachería.

DAY 7. CHECK OUT AND END OF OUR SERVICES.

Includes
• Accommodation and breakfast in double or single room with bathroom.
• Backpacks transportation for each stage along the way (max. 18 kg per bag)
• Accommodation along the way: Hotels, Farmhouses, Hostels
• MP3 to visit Santiago (historical center / self-guided)
• Phone support 24 hours
• 1 Full Camino walking guidebook and Pilgrims passport per person
• 1 Pilgrim shell per person
• Prices with VAT included

Does not include
Support car / Transfer IN / Transfer OUT

Optional Services
3rd person discount in extra bed sharing room with 2 adults 10%
Half Board supplement (3º pax discount excluded) person/night 13,00€
5 picnics supplement (sandwich+drink+ dessert) 37,00€
Transfer Supplement airport Santiago - Sarria (max 4 pax)* 130,00€
Transfer Supplement Santiago city center - Santiago airport (max 1 to 3 pax) 33,00€
Transfer Supplement Santiago city center - Santiago airport (max 4 to 7 pax) 51,00€
Private Transfer and/or support car during the way: on request.
* For flight delays or waiting for baggage claim 20 € / Hour

NET Rates per person Double Room - 630,00€
Single Room - 750,00€

Sarria to Santiago de Compostela

8 DAY CIRCUIT

Itinerary
DAY 1. ARRIVAL BY OWN ACCOUNT AND OVERNIGHT IN SARRIA *

DAY 2. SARRIA - PORTOMARÍN (22.4 KM):
The twenty-seventh journey is for a good part of the walkers the fist, as Sarria is very close to the mythical and last 100 kilometers. The minimum distance to be
traveled on foot to win the Compostela. The stage does not disappoint at all or the first time or the experienced pilgrim It offers countless villages from the Sarria area, Paradela and Portomarin, good examples of Romanesque neighborhood paved tracks, trails and rural corridors, medieval bridges, rustic bridges ...

DAY 3. PORTOMARÍN - PALAS DE REI (25 KM):
The stage is fractionated by the Ligonde mountain, which in turn divides the basins of the rivers Miño and Ulloa and the Concellos of Portomarin and Monterroso. Although the beginning is promising and offer a relax climbing of Mount San Antonio, the rest are modest, provincial and even national roads. However they enliven the journey with good examples of Romanesque churches, including the possibility to stop in Vilar de Donas to visit San Salvador, ancient pilgrim hospitals and the valuable cruise of Lameiros.

DAY 4. PALAS DE REI - MELIDE (16 KM):
The French Route leaves Palas by the Campo dos Romeiros; traditional meeting place for pilgrims to enter the medieval village of Leboreiro. Among Leboreiro and Melide, crosses the village of Furelos and its river through a medieval bridge into the urban area of Melide.

DAY 5. MELIDE - ARZÚA (14 KM):
After Melide, the road passes through Boente and Castaneda then reach Arzúa, cheese villa. The Camino is presented in this docile stage and in very good condition, mixing earth and stone with small little road between villages, with mild climbs and descents alternating with flat sections.

DAY 6. ARZÚA - O PINO / AMENAL (19.1 KM):
Between Arzúa and the cathedral of Santiago there are nearly 40 kilometers and the most logical and prudent way to divide the section in two stages is stopping in Santa Irene or in O Pedrouzo. The City Council of Arzúa gives the baton to O Pino in a comfortable way, with easier slopes and tracks always close to the N-547.

DAY 7. O PINO / AMENAL - SANTIAGO (22 KM):
We're almost at our goal. Walking becomes peaceful, maybe by fear of ending and not knowing or not wanting to do next. About tracks full of leaf, between the last patches of pine and eucalyptus trees, close together and symmetrical, in some areas, also some oak, reaching the last villages. Today's stage takes us first to the town of Lavacolla. Upon reaching the top, you pass by the airport and begin the gentle descent to Lavacolla. By Lavacolla passes a stream that the ancient pilgrims used to wash and purify themselves before reaching Santiago de Compostela. Lavacolla, as in the term of Santiago, is located close to the Monte do Gozo, a small hill from which pilgrims have first view of the Cathedral of Santiago.The Monte do Gozo, converted into the Xacobeo 93 in an area for pilgrims, has a large monument on its summit, the source and the chapel of San Marcos. From here, the journey is almost urban, coming to the Cathedral through the San Lazaro neighborhood, Rúa de San Pedro, Door of the Camino, Rua das Casas Reais and Plaza de Cervantes, loss and directly access to the cathedral through the Holy Door, or if no Holy Year for the Azabachería.

DAY 8. CHECK OUT AND END OF OUR SERVICES.
Includes
• Accommodation and breakfast in double or single room with bathroom.
• Backpacks transportation for each stage along the way (max. 18 kg per bag)
• Accommodation along the way: Hotels, Farmhouses, Hostels
• MP3 to visit Santiago (historical center / self-guided)
• Phone support 24 hours
• 1 Full Camino walking guidebook and Pilgrims passport per person
• 1 Pilgrim shell per person
• Prices with VAT included

Does not include
Support car / Transfer IN / Transfer OUT

Optional Services
3rd person discount in extra bed sharing room with 2 adults 10%
Half Board supplement (3º pax discount excluded) person/night 13,00€
5 picnics supplement (sandwich+drink+ dessert) 37,00€
Transfer Supplement airport Santiago - Sarria (max 4 pax)* 130,00€
Transfer Supplement Santiago city center - Santiago airport (max 1 to 3 pax) 33,00€
Transfer Supplement Santiago city center - Santiago airport (max 4 to 7 pax) 51,00€
Private Transfer and/or support car during the way: on request.
* For flight delays or waiting for baggage claim 20 € / Hour

NET Rates per person Double Room - 699,00€
Single Room - 849,00€

Portuguese Way

8 DAY CIRCUIT

PORTUGUESE WAY
The Jacobean pilgrimage from Portugal intensifies after the independence of this country in the midtwelfthcentury, though presumably already existed in the early middle Ages. Since then the Jacobean cult and pilgrimage to Compostela considered one of the hallmarks of European culture, in Lusitanian lands had a major projection

Itinerary
DAY 1. ARRIVAL BY OWN ACCOUNT AND OVERNIGHT IN TUI *

DAY 2. TUI - PORRIÑO (19 KM):
This first step is probably the hardest of all the way. We enter Spain by the International Bridge over the River Minho, whose side is an excellent vantage point of the city of Tui with an overview of the historical center, the cathedral of Santa Maria and the old hospital for the poor and pilgrims, together with the Chapel San Telmo and will be a ride that plunges the pilgrim in the history that the walls of this town house keep. We continue our way along paths and detours, which run parallel to the highway, but with good signage - to get into Ribadelouro and immediately continue on a leafy and pleasant valley, until a major industrial zone which is exits the prelude of the O Porrino, where we can enjoy its historic center.

DAY 3. PORRIÑO - REDONDELA (16 KM):
We leave O Porrino by the route entering the municipality of Mos, where we visit the church of Santa Eulalia and the Pazo of the Mos Marquis. From here the road climbs to the top of the Inxertado and through the Roman milestone of Vilar de Infesta, that, along the Roman road crosses the “meseta” of Chan das Pipas. From the top, you can enjoy beautiful views. Begins a steep and quick descent to Redondela where we can enjoy the Convent of Vilavella, residence of nuns in the sixteenth century, the viaduct Pedro Florani, opened in 1876 and cataloged as Interesting Culture.

DAY 4. REDONDела - PONTEVEDRA (18 KM):
We will leave Redondela by the chapel of Sorrows and the railway bridge, that will lead us through a wooded area to Setefontes and Arcade to cross the historical Ponte Sampaio on the waters of the river Verdugo. Continue to A Canicouva - by a former stone “empredrado”- way towards the city of Pontevedra and the Sanctuary of the Pilgrim, patron and symbol of the city.

DAY 5. PONTEVEDRA - CALDAS DE REIS (23 KM):
During this period a total of 22 kilometers are traveled with a medium difficulty and a rather flat terrain. So, to reach the end of this journey we must first pass through Pontecabras, Alba, Reiriz, Lombao Maceira, San Mauro, Ponte Balbón, O Ameal and Tivo, where noteworthy in this stretch the Church of San Martin de Agudelo, in Barro, where you can see the hand of Maestro Mateo - culminating in Caldas de Reis.

DAY 6. CALDAS DE REIS - PADRÓN (17 KM):
This stage does delve pilgrims into Bermaña Valley and its ancient forests; certainly a beautiful landscape as Bermaña. Besides places like Bermaña, Santa Maria de Carracedo, Eirigo, O Pino, San Miguel de Valga and Infesta. Once in Padrón we should not miss the Palace of Quito Renaissance, the Museum of Rosalia de Castro Foundation House or Camilo Jose Cela, and of course taste their famous peppers.

DAY 7. PADRÓN - SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA (26 KM):
In the sixth and final stage you will go direction Iria Flavia, to pass by “A Escravitude” and its Sanctuary, O Milladoiro, A Rocha Vella and finally arrive at Santiago de Compostela through the Faxeira door and goes to the Praterias of Santiago Cathedral.

DAY 8. CHECK OUT AND END OF OUR SERVICES.

Includes
• Accommodation and breakfast in double or single room with bathroom.
• Backpacks transportation for each stage along the way (max. 18 kg per bag)
• Accommodation along the way: Hotels, Farmhouses, Hostels
• MP3 to visit Santiago (historical center / self-guided)
• Helpline 24 hours.
• 1 Full Camino walking guidebook and Pilgrims passport per person
• 1 Pilgrim shell per person
• Prices with VAT included

Does not include
Support car / Transfer IN / Transfer OUT

Optional Services
3rd person discount in extra bed sharing room with 2 adults 10%
Half Board supplement (3ª pax discount excluded) person/night 13,00€
6 picnics supplement (sandwich+drink+ dessert) 43,00€
Transfer Supplement airport Santiago - Tui (max 3 pax)* 195,00€
Transfer Supplement Santiago city center - Santiago airport (max 1 to 3 pax) 33,00€
Transfer Supplement Santiago city center - Santiago airport (max 4 to 7 pax) 51,00€
Private Transfer and/or support car during the way: on request.
* For flight delays or waiting for baggage claim 20 € / Hour

NET Rates per person
Double Room - 699,00€
Single Room - 869,00€

O Cebreiro to Santiago de Compostela

10 DAY CIRCUIT

FRENCH WAY: O CEBREIRO - SANTIAGO
The history of the ST JAMES WAY dates back to the early ninth century with the discovery of the tomb of St. James, evangelizer of Spain. The finding of this holy mausoleum is surrounded by a rich popular imagination instead of distorting been preserved and filled with colorful historical narrative. There are no accurate data on the circumstances of the discovery of the revered mausoleum; its discoverers saw this as a divine revelation of the establishment of the burial cult of Santiago in the place where it was found. Archaeological studies of the recent past century have shed more light on the grave and the burial cult of St. James the Great in the first nine centuries of the Christian era. Excavations in the basement of the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela have positioned the mausoleum within a Christian, Roman and Germanic necropolis between the first and seventh centuries. Most of the pilgrims arrived in Santiago by the so-called "French Way", but there are other six historic routes by which you can make the holy path.

Itinerary

DAY 1. ARRIVAL BY OWN ACCOUNT AND OVERNIGHT IN O CEBREIRO

DAY 2. O CEBREIRO - TRIACASTELA (21 KM):
The Galician stretch of the French Way begins in O Cebreiro, between the mountains of O Courel and Os Ancares. This first stage is characterized by a continuous path of steep ascents and descents, which first will lead to the top of San Roque where the statue of Pilgrim welcoming us. From here, always contemplating a barren landscape of high but gentle mountains, dotted with abandoned villages, churches that make up a typical landscape of stone and austere Romanesque style; traverse Hospital, O Padornelo and Fonfría, to continue down by stony paths up to Fillobal and later to Triacastela.

DAY 3. TRIACASTELA - SARRIA (18 KM):
The route that we undertake today offers beautiful scenery and numerous examples of Galician architecture. He addresses the Monastery of Samos, one of the oldest Western (s. VI) and from there to the town of Samos. Before reaching this population we will cross Renche beautiful, Ballasts, Freituxe and San Martino. Once on Samos and after a visit to the monastery and Cypress Chapel; we went to Teiguín and Pascais - with the church of Santa Uxia and the rectory. From here, we can only cross Gorolfe, and Reiriz guided to get into the Villa de Sarria.

DAY 4. SARRIA - PORTOMARÍN (22 KM):
The twenty-seventh day is for a good part of the walkers, as Sarria is very close to the mythical last 100 kilometers and the minimum distance to be traveled on foot to win the Compostela. The stage does not disappoint at all the first or the experienced pilgrim. It offers countless villages of the Concillos of Sarria, Paradela and Portomarín, good examples of Romanesque neighborhood paved tracks, trails and rural corridors, medieval bridges, rustic bridges …

DAY 5. PORTOMARÍN - PALAS DE REI (24 KM):
The stage is fractionated between Ligonde mountain, which in turn divides the basins of the rivers Miño and Ulloa and Concillos of Portomarín and Monterroso. Although the beginning is promising and offer a relax climbing of Mount San Antonio, the rest is through modest, provincial and even national roads. However they enliven the journey good examples of Romanesque churches, including the possibility of deviating to Vilar de Donas to visit San Salvador, ancient pilgrim hospitals and valuable cruise of Lameiros.

DAY 6. PALAS DE REI - MELIDE (16 KM):
The French Route leaves Palas by the Campo dos Romeiros; traditional meeting place for pilgrims to enter the medieval village of Leboreiro. Among Leboreiro and Melide, crosses the village of Furelos and its river through a medieval bridge into the urban area of Melide.

DAY 7. MELIDE - ARZÚA (14 KM):
After Melide, the road passes through Boente and Castaneda then reach Arzúa, cheese villa. The Camino is presented in this docile stage and in very good condition, mixing earth and stone with small little road between villages, with mild climbs and descents alternating with flat sections.

DAY 8. ARZÚA - O PINO / AMENAL (19 KM):
Between Arzúa and the cathedral of Santiago there is nearly 40 kilometers and the most logical and prudent way to divide the section is by doing stop and inn in Santa Irene or in O Pedrouzo. The City Council of Arzúa gives the baton to O Pino in a comfortable way, with easier slopes and tracks always close to the N-547.

DAY 9. O PINO / AMENAL - SANTIAGO (22 KM):
We're almost at our goal. Walking becomes peaceful, maybe by fear of ending and not knowing or not wanting to do next. Among tracks full of leafs, between the last patches of pine and eucalyptus trees, close together and symmetrical, in some areas, also some oak, reaching the last villages. Today's stage is short and takes us to the town of Lavacolla. Upon reaching the top, you pass by the airport and begin the gentle descent to Lavacolla. By Lavacolla passes a stream that the ancient pilgrims used to wash and purify themselves before reaching Santiago de Compostela. Lavacolla, as in the term of Santiago, is located close to the Monte do Gozo, a small hill from which pilgrims have the first view of the Cathedral of Santiago. The Monte do Gozo, converted into the Xacobeo 93 in a area for pilgrims, has a large monument on its summit, the source and the chapel of San Marcos. From here, the journey is almost urban, coming to the Cathedral through the San Lazaro neighborhood, Rúa de San Pedro, Door of the Camino, Rua das Casas Reais and Plaza de Cervantes, loss and directly access to the cathedral through the Holy Door, or if no Holy Year from the Azabachería.

DAY 10. CHECK OUT AND END OF OUR SERVICES.

Includes
Accommodation and breakfast in double or single room with bathroom.
Backpacks transportation for each stage along the way (max. 18 kg per bag)
Accommodation along the way: Hotels, Farmhouses, Hostels
MP3 to visit Santiago (historical center / self-guided)
Telephone support 24 hours
1 Full Camino walking guidebook and Pilgrims passport per person
1 Pilgrim shell per person
Prices with VAT included

Does not include
Support car / Transfer IN / Transfer OUT

Optional Services
3rd person discount in extra bed sharing room with 2 adults 10%
Half Board supplement (3ª pax discount excluded) person/night 13,00€
8 picnics supplement (sandwich+drink+ dessert) 58,00€
Transfer Supplement airport Santiago - O Cebreiro (max 4 pax)* 185,00€
Transfer Supplement Santiago city center - Santiago airport (max 1 to 3 pax) 33,00€
Transfer Supplement Santiago city center - Santiago airport (max 4 to 7 pax) 51,00€
Private Transfer and/or support car during the way: on request.
* For flight delays or waiting for baggage claim 20 € / Hour

NET Rates per person Double Room - 749,00€
Single Room - 949,00€

Saint James Way: Fisterra

5 DAY CIRCUIT (without accommodation in Santiago)

ST JAMES WAY - FISTERRA
The Jacobean pilgrimage as such concludes in Compostela town but more and more the pilgrims who decide to extend their trip to Costa de Morte and can complete its route with a visit to Finisterre and Muxía; places closely linked to the pilgrimage; and a perfect epilogue to finish purify the body and soul in the rough waters of the "Costa da Morte". Besides their status as "end of the earth" is also an incentive to hit the trail, and that every traveler wants to reach ever further, until the end of the Roman world. The custom says that the pilgrim, when it reaches the coast, destroying their belongings battered and used on the long road before a grand spectacle as are the sunsets over the sea.

Itinerary

DAY 1. SANTIAGO - NEGREIRA (22 KM):
Santiago de Compostela is abandoned, starting from the spectacular and unique Plaza do Obradoiro, until the Rua das Hortas, through the transit from the Hostal de los Reyes Catholics and the Pazo de Raxoi. On our left the church of San Frucutoso crowned by four statues representing the cardinal virtues, and continue down this street that extends along Avenida das Hortas, Poza bar and Rua de San Lorenzo de Trasouto, ancient medieval Franciscan monastery. From here the road runs between beautiful oak groves, eucalyptus and rural villages dotted along the valley beside the river Sar, reaching the Alto do Vento, from where a descent into Aguapesada starts. Once here you start a steep ascent to Carballo, to then begin a descent to Ponte Maceira; and enjoy its medieval bridge over the river Tambre, with its windmills and cobbled streets. Later we climb a paved stretch to A Chancela, to finish the stage in Negreira, where we can see very different styles, from Romanesque to
contemporary, through Gothic and baroque, mixed with varied civil architecture such as granaries and mills.

DAY 2. NEGREIRA - OLVEIROA (31 KM):
Nice stage in a fully rural environment. Presents, although frequent slopes generally mild. Negreira We will leave Negreira through the bridge over the river Barcala that leads to a hill where the Church of San Xulian de Negreira (S. XVIII) is. From here the route runs along the old Camino Real to Finisterre that will guide us to Zas. In this beautiful villa you can enjoy its lush "Carballeira" or pay a visit to the town hall with the wide Praza of the Campo do Carme or the Parish Church. We leave Zas to continue our way through small villages such as Pena, Vilaserio and Maroñas; and from here we start the descent towards Ponte Olveira Corzón and that through a small bridge no internal Olveiroa, and has several buildings of great artistic value, especially religious and the Church of Santiago and the beautiful views of the Fervenza Reservoir.

DAY 3. OLVEIROA - CEE (18 KM):
Today we can enjoy sublime landscapes, beginning the stage bordering Olveira reservoirs and Castelo, reaching the Logoso Hospital, whose name refers undoubtedly to pilgrimages. We take the road that leads to Cee and joined the old road that does not lead to the hermitage of Nosa Señora das Neves and San Pedro Martir-where we find a chapel dedicated to the saint, with a source telling miraculous. We descend the Alto do Cruzeiro da Armada. The first place where you see the sea, and from where and Cape Finisterre is sensed. Once in the city center of Cee we can enjoy the Church of Santa Maria de Xunqueira. An important Gothic sanctuary surprised with the charm of the coast; for the view, for its architecture and for its unique beauty.

DAY 4. CEE - FISTERRA (16 KM):
Today’s ride is a pleasant walk through pine forests, beaches and cliffs, as we leave Cee toward the Coton house, the promenade and the Praia da Seca (Concha beach) that leads to Corcubion - a large artistic villa and with monumental interest by the beauty of the old town and the beauty of the Gothic church of San Marcos Gothic-style sailor. We head to the village of Vilar, from where we come to a crossroads after San Pedro da Redonda and headed up the Cove Estorde - last place before entering the City Council of Finisterre. We take a detour to reach Monte Seoane Sardiñeiro and where next the viewpoint of heel is, and where we see the grandeur of the coast. Here we head towards the Langosteira beach where we can enjoy the boardwalk between the beautiful dunes of the beach, or we can walk in the Langosteira sand, following the more traditional route to reach the landmark “cruceiro A Crus Baixar” - and in the town of Finisterre - where we will visit the church of Santa Maria das Arreas in Fiesterra and his Santo Cristo (XIV century) - with which our route had stumbled on the cabo way; and the lighthouse of Finisterre.

DAY 5. CHECK OUT AND END OF OUR SERVICES
Includes
• Accommodation and breakfast in double or single room with bathroom.
• Accommodation along the way in H. Insua ***, Cee.
• Backpack transportation from the Hotel in Santiago until the Hotel Insua ***, Cee (max. 18Kg per bag)
• Transfer from the Hotel until the beginning and ending point of the stage.
• Helpline 24 hours.
• 1 Full Camino walking guidebook and Pilgrims passport per person
• 1 Pilgrim shell per person
• Prices with VAT included

**NOTE: Confirmation subject to availability by Hotel Insua***, Cee

Does not include
Support car / Transfer IN / Transfer OUT Optional Services 3rd person discount in extra bed sharing room with 2 adults 10%
Half Board supplement (3º pax discount excluded) person/night 13,00€
4 picnics supplement (sandwich+drink+ dessert) 29,00€
Private Transfer and/or support car during the way: on request.

**NET Rates per person Double Room - 599,00€**
Single Room - 699,00€

Saint James Way: Fisterra

**6 DAY CIRCUIT (with accommodation in Santiago)**

**ST JAMES WAY - FISTERRA**
The Jacobean pilgrimage as such concludes in Compostela town but more and more the pilgrims who decide to extend their trip to Costa de Morte and can complete its route with a visit to Finisterre and Muxía; places closely linked to the pilgrimage; and a perfect epilogue to finish purify the body and soul in the rough waters of the “Costa da Morte”. Besides their status as “end of the earth” is also an incentive to hit the trail, and that every traveler wants to reach ever further, until the end of the Roman world. The custom says that the pilgrim, when it reaches the coast, destroying their belongings battered and used on the long road before a grand spectacle as are the sunsets over the sea.

**Itinerary**
**DAY 1. ARRIVAL BY OWN ACCOUNT AND OVERNIGHT IN SANTIAGO**

**DAY 2. SANTIAGO - NEGREIRA (22 KM):**
Santiago de Compostela is abandoned, starting from the spectacular and unique Plaza do Obradoiro, until the Rua das Hortas, throu the transit from the Hostal de los Reyes Catholics and the Pazo de Raxoi. On our left the church of San Frucutoso crowned by four statues representing the cardinal virtues, and continue down this street that extends along Avenida das Hortas, Poza bar and Rua de San Lorenzo de Trasouto, ancient medieval Franciscan monastery. From here the road runs between beautiful oak groves, eucalyptus and rural villages dotted along the valley beside the river Sar, reaching the Alto do Vento, from where a descent into Aguapesada starts. Once here you start a steep ascent to Carballo, to then begin a descent to Ponte Maceira; and enjoy its medieval bridge over the river Tambre, with its windmills and cobbled streets. Later we climb a paved stretch to A Chancela, to finish the stage in Negreira, where we can see very different styles, from Romanesque to contemporary, through Gothic and baroque, mixed with varied civil architecture such as granaries and mills.

**DAY 3. NEGREIRA - OLIVEIROA (31 KM):**
Nice stage in a fully rural environment. Presents, although frequent slopes generally mild. Negreira We will leave Negreira through the bridge over the river Barcala that leads to a hill where the Church of San Xulian de Negreira (S. XVIII) is. From here the route runs along the old Camino Real to Finisterre that will guide us to Zas. In this beautiful villa you can enjoy its lush “Carballeira” or pay a visit to the town hall with the wide Praza of the Campo do Carme or the Parish Church. We leave Zas to continue our way through small villages such as Pena, Vilaserio and Maroñas; and from here we start the descent towards Ponte Olveira Corzón and that through a small bridge no internal Olveiroa, and has several buildings of great artistic value, especially religious and the Church of Santiago and the beautiful views of the Fervenza Reservoir.

DAY 4. OLVEIROA - CEE (18 KM):
Today we can enjoy sublime landscapes, beginning the stage bordering Olveira reservoirs and Castelo, reaching the Logoso Hospital, whose name refers undoubtedly to pilgrimages. We take the road that leads to Cee and joined the old road that does not lead to the hermitage of Nosa Señora das Neves and San Pedro Martir-where we find a chapel dedicated to the saint, with a source telling miraculous. We descend the Alto do Cruzeiro da Armada. The first place where you see the sea, and from where and Cape Finisterre is sensed. Once in the city center of Cee we can enjoy the Church of Santa Maria de Xunqueira. An important Gothic sanctuary surprised with the charm of the coast; for the view, for its architecture and for its unique beauty.

DAY 5. CEE - FISTERRA (16 KM):
Today’s ride is a pleasant walk through pine forests, beaches and cliffs, as we leave Cee toward the Coton house, the promenade and the Praia da Seca (Concha beach) that leads to Corcubion - a large artistic villa and with monumental interest by the beauty of the old town and the beauty of the Gothic church of San Marcos Gothic-style sailor. We head to the village of Vilar, from where we come to a crossroads after San Pedro da Redonda and headed up the Cove Estorde -last place before entering the City Council of Finisterre. We take a detour to reach Monte Seoane Sardineiro and where next the viewpoint of heel is, and where we see the grandeur of the coast. Here we head towards the Langostera beach where we can enjoy the boardwalk between the beautiful dunes of the beach, or we can walk in the Langostera sand, following the more traditional route to reach the landmark “cruceiro A Crus Baixar” - and in the town of Finisterre - where we will visit the church of Santa Maria das Arreas in Fiesterra and his Santo Cristo (XIV century) - with which our route had stumbled on the cabo way; and the lighthouse of Finisterre.

DAY 6. CHECK OUT AND END OF OUR SERVICES

Includes
• Accommodation and breakfast in double or single room with bathroom.
• Accommodation along the way in Hotel Insua ***, Cee.
• Backpack transportation from the Hotel in Santiago until the Hotel Insua ***, Cee (max. 18Kg per bag)
• Transfer from the Hotel until the beginning and ending point of the stage.
• Helpline 24 hours.
• 1 Full Camino walking guidebook and Pilgrims passport per person
• 1 Pilgrim shell per person
• Prices with VAT included

NOTE: Confirmation subject to availability by Hotel Insua***, Cee
Does not include
Support car / Transfer IN / Transfer OUT Optional Services 3rd person discount in extra bed sharing room with 2 adults 10%
Half Board supplement (3º pax discount excluded) person/night 13,00€
4 picnics supplement (sandwich+drink+ dessert) 29,00€
Private Transfer and/or support car during the way: on request.

NET Rates per person Double Room - 639,00€
Single Room - 779,00€

Saint James Way: Muxía

SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA - FISTERRA - MUXÍA
8 DAY CIRCUIT

ST JAMES WAY - MUXIA
Another option is to continue to visit in Muxía and the shrine of the Virxe da Barca - place, according to tradition, which was attended the Virgin in a stone boat to cheer the Apostle in his preaching in these lands.

Itinerary
DAY 1. ARRIVAL BY OWN ACCOUNT AND OVERNIGHT IN SANTIAGO

DAY 2. SANTIAGO - NEGREIRA (22 KM):
Santiago de Compostela is abandoned, starting from the spectacular and unique Plaza do Obradoiro, until the Rua das Hortas, throu the transit from the Hostal de los Reyes Catholics and the Pazo de Raxoi. On our left the church of San Frucutoso crowned by four statues representing the cardinal virtues, and continue down this street that extends along Avenida das Hortas, Poza bar and Rua de San Lorenzo de Ttrasauto, ancient medieval Franciscan monastery. From here the road runs between beautiful oak groves, eucalyptus and rural villages dotted along the valley beside the river Sar, reaching the Alto do Vento, from where a descent into Aguapesada starts. Once here you start a steep ascent to Carballo, to then begin a descent to Ponte Maceira; and enjoy its medieval bridge over the river Tambre, with its windmills and cobbled streets. Later we climb a paved stretch to A Chancela, to finish the stage in Negreira, where we can see very different styles, from Romanesque to contemporary, through Gothic and baroque, mixed with varied civil architecture such as granaries and mills.

DAY 3. NEGREIRA - OLIVEIROA (31 KM):
Nice stage in a fully rural environment. Presents, although frequent slopes generally mild. Negreira We will leave Negreira through the bridge over the river Barcala that leads to a hill where the Church of San Xulian de Negreira (S. XVIII) is. From here the route runs along the old Camino Real to Finisterre that will guide us to Zas. In this beautiful villa you can enjoy its lush “Carballeira” or pay a visit to the town hall with the wide Praza of the Campo do Carme or the Parish Church. We leave Zas to continue our way through small villages such as Pena, Vilaserio and Maroñas; and from here we start the descent towards Ponte Olveira Corzón and that through a small bridge no internal Olveiroa, and has several buildings of great artistic value, especially religious and the Church of Santiago and the beautiful views of the Fervenza Reservoir.
DAY 4. OLVEIROA - CEE (18 KM):
Today we can enjoy sublime landscapes, beginning the stage bordering Olveira reservoirs and Castelo, reaching the Logoso Hospital, whose name refers undoubtedly to pilgrimages. We take the road that leads to Cee and joined the old road that does not lead to the hermitage of Nosa Señora das Neves and San Pedro Martir where we find a chapel dedicated to the saint, with a source telling miraculous. We descend the Alto do Cruzeiro da Armada. The first place where you see the sea, and from where and Cape Finisterre is sensed. Once in the city center of Cee we can enjoy the Church of Santa Maria de Xunqueira. An important Gothic sanctuary surprised with the charm of the coast; for the view, for its architecture and for its unique beauty.

DAY 5. CEE - FISTERRA (16 KM):
Today's ride is a pleasant walk through pine forests, beaches and cliffs, as we leave Cee toward the Coton house, the promenade and the Praia da Seca (Concha beach) that leads to Corcubion - a large artistic villa and with monumental interest by the beauty of the old town and the beauty of the Gothic church of San Marcos Gothic-style sailor. We head to the village of Vilar, from where we come to a crossroads after San Pedro da Redonda and headed up the Cove Estorde - last place before entering the City Council of Finisterre. We take a detour to reach Monte Seoane Sardiñeiro and where next the viewpoint of heel is, and where we see the grandeur of the coast. Here we head towards the Langosteiira beach where we can enjoy the boardwalk between the beautiful dunes of the beach, or we can walk in the Langosteiira sand, following the more traditional route to reach the landmark “cruceiro A Crus Baixar” - and in the town of Finisterre - where we will visit the church of Santa Maria das Arreas in Fisterra and his Santo Cristo (XIV century) - with which our route had stumbled on the cabo way; and the lighthouse of Finisterre.

DAY 6. FISTERRA - LIRES (14 KM):
This is a day that should be repeated several times, because there are so many variants in which you do not know to stay. No matter which you choose, since all are filled with beautiful pictures to elapse between villages, fields, forests and the presence of the sea, with wild beaches like O Rostro, or Ria de Lires and contemplate a remarkable variety of birds. We started our journey on the beach Langosteiira to go until the parish fisterrana of San Martino de Duio, with a beautiful baroque church next to the Camino (S. XVIII). Taking a little detour and go through Escaselas Hermedesuxo de Baixo to the sandy Face almost always through pine and Atlantic preceded by corn and pine tops, which leads to Canosa, and since here we begin the descent to lire with his dark river. Lires and we can enjoy the temple of San Estevo (early seventeenth century).

DAY 7. LIRES - MUXÍA (17 KM):
This last stage known as "The Fisheries Way" -to be used by fishermen in the area to transport their goods between the two Villas-, runs along tracks, woods and small roads, except for the descent to Muxia, held by dirt and stone. We leave Lires and go down to the river Castro, whose gateway except in times of drought is submerged, so the route has to be diverted to the village of Porcar, who rejoins the original path passing through Frixe - with its beautiful church of Santa Leocadia. We continue direction Guisamonde and Morquintián that welcomes us with the cruzeiro, its fontain and the church of Santa Maria. We beggin a climb untill the Facho Lourido to later descend to Xurarantes and Lourido beach - that after a short stretch of dunes-, leads us to the Muxia bahia. Once recovered, we will continue the tradition that leads u to visit the Sanctuary of the Virgen de la Barca and the church
of Santa María, which occupies the bottom of Mount Corpiño; His sanctuary and finally "the Pedra de Abalar" that recall the legend of the arrival of the Virgin to the coast in a stone boat and its appearance at St. James to cheer in his preaching.

**DAY 8. CHECK OUT AND END OF OUR SERVICES**

**Includes**
- Accommodation and breakfast in double or single room with bathroom.
- Accommodation along the way in Hotel Insua ***, Cee.**
- Backpack transportation from the Hotel in Santiago until the Hotel Insua ***, Cee (max. 18Kg per bag)
- Transfer from the Hotel until the begining and ending point of the stage.
- Helpline 24 hours.
- 1 Full Camino walking guidebook and Pilgrims passport per person
- 1 Pilgrim shell per person
- Prices with VAT included

**NOTE: Confirmation subject to availability by Hotel Insua***, Cee

**Does not include**
- Support car / Transfer IN / Transfer OUT

**Optional Services**
- 3rd person discount in extra bed sharing room with 2 adults 10%
- Half Board supplement (3º pax discount excluded) person/night 13,00€
- 6 picnics supplement (sandwich+drink+ dessert) 43,00€
- Private Transfer and/or support car during the way: on request.

**NET Rates per person Double Room - 759,00€**
- Single Room - 899,00€

Option WITHOUT accommodation in Santiago (7 Days / 6 Nights):
- Day 1.- Santiago - Negreira (22 km)
- Day 2.- Negreira - Olveiroa (31 km)
- Day 3.- Olveiroa - Cee (18 km)
- Day 4.- Cee - Fisterra (16 km)
- Day 5.- Fisterra - Lires (14km)
- Day 6.- Lires - Muxia (17km)
- Day 7.- Check out and end of our services

**NET Rates per person Double Room - 699,00€**
- Single Room - 849,00€

*English Way*

**FERROL - SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA**

**8 DAY CIRCUIT**

**ENGLISH WAY**

It was the preferred route for pilgrims from Scandinavia, the Netherlands, Northern France and above all, by the British and Irish pilgrims. Already in the eleventh century they have documentary evidence of landings on the Galician coast and arrival of pilgrims who arrived in shallow-draft vessels. In these expeditions traveled some Crusaders, who stopped in Santiago to visit the tomb of the Apostle before reaching Jerusalem. Many of them chose the English Way where were the protection
of monasteries and hospitals. The journey of pilgrims to the tomb of the Apostle started from the port of A Coruña or Ferrol. This route became the fifteenth century to the time of splendor this beautiful route, impressively rich historical and artistic heritage.

Itinerary

**DAY 1. ARRIVAL BY OWN ACCOUNT AND OVERNIGHT IN FERROL**

**DAY 2. FERROL - NEDA (14 KM):**
As today the Compostelana church delivers the Compostela only to the pilgrims who have completed a minimum of 100 km to 200 km on foot or bicycle, most pilgrims take as a starting point Ferrol, since A Coruna is less than 100 km from the holy city. To start this beautiful but hard way, keep in mind that often lacks the traditional and vital signs with yellow arrows; curiously, if any, they will create insecurity of knowing which direction to take. Therefore, our most important advice is to follow one's intuition, always taking south. The first part of the English Way runs through an area with many roads and major facilities related to maritime and military industry. After these preliminary advice, and starting our way near the port of Ferrol das Curuxeiras we headed to the estate of A Gandara, enjoying in our route the military Church of San Francisco, the Arsenal or the Cathedral of San Xian. Walking alongside the Ferrol estuary we find the railway linking Ferrol and Betanzos is exceeded by an underpass. Then we climb to the monastery of San Martino of Xubia, which is one of the oldest in Galicia. We continue our way and after the bridge do Muiño on Xubia river entering Neda.

**DAY 3. NEDA - MIÑO (26 KM):**
After crossing Neda is our next point Fene, famous for its shipyards. From this village the route climbs through the forest to the edge of the road. Is a stretch that runs parallel to reach Cabanas, where we visit the Church of San Martino do Porto and Magdalena Beach. We will walk quietly along the waterfront and cross the bridge that leads and leaves us in the beautiful town of Pontedeume. From here we head to Breamo, Buina, Viadero and Bañoobre. At this point we cross the medieval bridge over the river Baxoi and after a few minutes we reach the first buildings of Miño. The stage ends at Miño crossing the river Baxoi by a curious medieval bridge with a single eye.

**DAY 4. MIÑO - BETANZOS (10 KM):**
Regarding the landscape, this is the most interesting part of the way and that pass through a rural, mountainous and lonely territory, dotted with small villages dedicated to livestock. Leaving Miño by the Royal Street and enjoying a wonderful landscape seafront reaching Ponte de Porco and then to the beautiful church of St. Pantaleon of Viñas where we begin a steep and treacherous stretch that takes us to the town of Matacabalos and Souto later. Beyond this small stretch begins the descent towards Betanzos, with spacious panoramic of the estuary and marsh area that allow us to enjoy our way down to the beautiful Betanzos, which will access through a door preserved in the medieval wall, crossing the historical center to plaza Hermanos Garcia, where the Archive of the kingdom of Galicia is. We can also see the Sanctuary of Ntra. Sra. De Los Remedios along with one of the most beautiful stone crosses of Galicia.
DAY 5. BETANZOS - MESÓN DO VENTO (24 KM):
We will continue our route to the town of Betanzos by the Street O Rolo and the bridge of As Cascas. We will continue our journey through the places of O Coto, Campoeiro and Xanrozo, that goes then to the term of Abegondo. Once there, we will cross the bridge Limiñón; that after a pleasant walk along the river, and always following the front Presedo cross the bridge, where we can visit the Church of San Antonio de Cos. We will continue in the direction of Francos, Bocelo and Vilardel. Once arrived to A Malata, past Monte, Fontela and Vizoño, the route goes into the forest to the point where the two variants of English Road in the municipality of Mesía come together, to finally get to Mesón do Vento.

DAY 6. MESÓN DO VENTO - SANTA CRUZ DE MONTAOS (16 KM):
This last stage known as 'The Fisheries Way' -to be used by fishermen in the area to transport their goods between the two Villas-, runs along tracks, woods and small roads, except for the descent to Muxia, held by dirt and stone. We leave Lires and go down to the river Castro, whose gateway except in times of drought is submerged, so the route has to be diverted to the village of Porcar, who rejoins the original path passing through Frie with its beautiful church of Santa Leocadia. We continue direction Guisamonde and Morquintián that welcomes us with the cruzheiro, its fontain and the church of Santa Maria. We beggin a climb until the Facho Lourido to later descend to Xurarantes and Lourido beach - that after a short stretch of dunes-, leads us to the Muxia bahia. Once recovered, we will continue the tradition that leads us to visit the Sanctuary of the Virgen de la Barca and the church of Santa Maria, which occupies the bottom of Mount Corpiño; His sanctuary and finally "the Pedra de Abalar" that recall the legend of the arrival of the Virgin to the coast in a stone boat and its appearance at St. James to cheer in his preaching.

DAY 7. SANTA CRUZ DE MONTAOS - SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA (24 KM):
We start our last stage direccion Baxola, which will eventually lead us to Sigüeiro, in the municipality of Oroso. We abandon Sigüeiro, walking down a dirt path that runs parallel to the motorway.He arrive to Sionlla- from which we can already see Compostela. crossing the bridge over the river Tambre. The stage runs parallel to the river until Barciela, through the polygon of Tambre direccion Meixonfrío and enters the town of Santiago by the Cruceiro da Coruña. From here, we walk through the most beautiful areas of the city such as Santa Clara, San Roque, Algalia and the Azabachería to meet in front of the magnificent Cathedral of Santiago.

DAY 8. CHECK OUT AND END OF OUR SERVICES

Includes
• Accommodation and breakfast in double or single room with bathroom.
• Backpacks transportation for each stage along the way (max. 18 kg per bag)
• Accommodation along the way: Hotels, Farmhouses, Hostels
• MP3 to visit Santiago (historical center / self-guided)
• Helpline 24 hours.
• 1 Full Camino walking guidebook and Pilgrims passport per person
• 1 Pilgrim shell per person
• Prices with VAT included

Does not include
Support car / Transfer IN / Transfer OUT

Optional Services
3rd person discount in extra bed sharing room with 2 adults 10%
Half Board supplement (3ª pax discount excluded) person/night 13,00€
6 picnics supplement (sandwich+drink+ dessert) 45,00€
Transfer Supplement airport Santiago - Ferrol (max 3 pax)* 195,00€
Transfer Supplement Ferrol - Santiago airport (max 1 to 3 pax) 160,00€
Transfer Supplement Santiago city center - Santiago airport (max 1 to 3 pax) 33,00€
Transfer Supplement Santiago city center - Santiago airport (max 4 to 7 pax) 51,00€
Private Transfer and/or support car during the way: on request.
* For flight delays or waiting for baggage claim 20 € / Hour

NET Rates per person
Double Room - 679,00€
Single Room - 799,00€

Camino Primitivo (Original Way)
OVIEDO - SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA
16 DAY CIRCUIT

ORIGINAL WAY
It is known as the Primitive Way that has its origin in Oviedo and link to the French Road in Melide. The "primitive" name because this is the first road which have historical references; King Alfonso II of Asturias and his entourage out of Oviedo, in the ninth century, to visit the tomb of St. James, he discovered a few years ago.

Itinerary
DAY 1. ARRIVAL BY OWN ACCOUNT AND OVERNIGHT IN OVIEDO
DAY 2. OVIEDO - GRADO (28 KM):
Following the steps marked Alfonso II on their way to the tomb of St. James, the pilgrimage starts from the cathedral of San Salvador, and after leaving Oviedo thank to the bronze shells stards close to the ground, the road passes at St. Lazarus Paniceres, Llampaxuga with its medieval hermitage. The first milestone reached by crossing Gallegos Bridge over the Nora River, from the thirteenth century. It`s the entrance into the Las Regueiras council, first by road and then by a forest of chestnut and oak known as the Soldau Castañéu, climbs up Escamplero, where once there was a hospital for pilgrims. Exceeded the twelve kilometers of the stage, the route descends to Valsera and initiates an upgrade for asphalt to Premoño. In this village, left, is the Chapel of Santa Ana, the only visible trace of the ancient pilgrims. Paladin and its river Soto and Puerma will be the following cities and in the council of Las Regueras, witness the delivery of Grado. Now you can see the bed of Nalón river, the longest and mightiest river of Asturias. To get there we crossed L'Arache first. After crossing the bridge we reach the national 634 and continue along it to the town of Peñaflor, preceded by his church of San Juan. Moscona city is within walking distance from the a pleasent path along the confluence of the river Cubia with the Nalón. Finally you enter Grado.

DAY 3. GRADO - SALAS (23 KM):
The second day, who slept in Grado, start the day with good ledges to San Juan de Villapañada and in the top of Fresno. After a refreshing break and views, once enviable and now overshadowed by the A-63, you go down to San Marcelo and The Doriga. From this point a path very slippery with rain, down to the road at the Casas del Puente. Then we will go to the next Cornellana, bathed by the Salmon River Narcea, and continues to its destination through flames, Quintana and Casazorrrina.

DAY 4. SALAS - TINEO (22 KM):
The stage begins under the arch linking the palace Valdes Salas with the medieval tower. After leaving the town we get a smooth upgrade path barely punished, through the forest of oak and chestnut trees around us and the flow of the river under Nonaya path. By the known Camin de Misa and after crossing the national we enter Bodenaya. Just over a kilometer and a half separating the La espina, location where the N-634 says goodbye, which directes towards the Cantabrian. The layout of Original Way continues straight towards Tineo.

**DAY 5. TINEO - POLA DE ALLANDE (31 KM):**
In Tineo is the beginning of a succession of steep steps, where the landscape is still commendable and large valleys give way to a land of forests and mountains, Borres is undergoing a series of slopes to take on the left a path that travels parallel to a pine forest. Before entering Samblismo a marker shows the direction to another variant of this stage, the mountainous route ascending to the ruins of the hospital and down to Montefurado Fonfaraón. In our case we will choose the one that goes to Pola de Allande.

**DAY 6. POLA DE ALLANDE - LA MESA (20 KM):**
Palo port is a more accurate name for the hard obstacle to be overcome, however, it makes the day today in one of the most beautiful stages of the entire pilgrimage. We walk to the village of La Mesa. At the end of the day, transfer to Allande.

**DAY 7. LA MESA - GRANDAS DE SALIME (18 KM):**
At the beginning of the day we take you back to La Mesa, short stage characterized by the long descent that leads to the dam Grandas. This is the last stage in Asturias.

**DAY 8. GRANDAS DE SALIME - A FONSAGRADA (28 KM):**
At the beginning of the day we take you back to La Mesa, short stage characterized by the long descent that leads to the dam Grandas. This is the last stage in Asturias.

**DAY 9. A FONSAGRADA - O CÁDAVO (26 KM):**
Again, the itinerary is following the path of the LU-530. A right hand soon we will find the Fonte do Pastizal. The inner path is followed by a pine forest but, inevitably leads back to the road again to link with another path. The scattered patches of eucalyptus that joined us in the first two Asturian days again make an appearance today. The most interesting part of the day is the old hospital of Santiago de Montouto, from the fourteenth century and early twentieth still kept running. The desire to get to the final part, make the final stage endless but the end is still farway from our feet.

**DAY 10. O CÁDAVO - LUGO (32 KM):**
Unconsciously and seeking the safety of the big city, Cádavo Baleira is abandoned in a slight increase passing Vaqueriza Prairie and crown. A descend to a pine forest leads to the Sanctuary of Our Lady of Carmen, almost at the entrance of the town of Villabade. Here stands the Gothic church known as the Cathedral of Castroverde. Casas da Vina is the last town before the Lugo ancient spot, which is accessed through the neighborhood of A Chanca. We enter the walled enclosure under the door of San Pedro, next to which there is a stone where you can read: “This way the king Alfonso II the Chaste came in the ninth century, inaugerating the first road to Santiago”.

**DAY 11. LUGO - A PONTE FERREIRA (29 KM):**
You leave behind the Roman wall of Lugo, you will walk until Ponte Ferreira; the itinerary goes from Lugo to San Roman, Guntin and Pacio, reaching Ponte Ferreira. San Roman highlights the beautiful hermitage of San Román da Retorta. Of Romanesque origin, from the twelfth century, preserved only the front and side columns. Nearby is the church of Santa Cruz da Retorta, also Romanesque and from the same century. Upon reaching Ponte Ferreira, cross the small Roman bridge of a single arch.

DAY 12. A PONTE FERREIRA - MELIDE (20 KM):
Today we will get to the junction of the Primitive Way with French. Melide is our next destination. Melide is at the crossroads of the Ways of Santiago. In the center of the town and the French and the Original Way intersect. Traces of the history of the Camino passes through Melide; left a Pilgrim Hospital, from the year 1502, now a museum from Melide land. The Serra do Careón is the gateway to the Original Way in Melide land. The route of this road passes through the parishes of Vilouriz and Villamor, both rooted archaeological traces as forts, cruises and fragments of paved road within places where the natural landscape resembles to have stopped there on time. It will be in front of the old Pilgrims’ Hospital, a Museum today, where the Original Way intersects with the French Road, in the Plaza del Convento, the most important place of the town and where the Obra Pia de Santo Antón is, which includes also the Chapel and the Town Hall.

DAY 13. MELIDE - ARZÚA (15 KM):
After Melide, the road passes through Boente and Castaneda then reach Arzúa, cheese villa. The Camino is presented in this docile stage and in very good condition, mixing earth and stone with small little road between villages, with mild climbs and descents alternating with flat sections.

DAY 14. ARZÚA - AMENAL (19 KM):
Between Arzúa and the cathedral of Santiago Medina nearly 40 kilometers and the most logical and prudent way to divide the section in two days doing stop and inn in Santa Irene or O Pedrouzo. The City Council of Arzúa gives the baton to O Pino in a comfortable way, with easier slopes and tracks always close to the N-547.

DAY 15. AMENAL - SANTIAGO (19 KM):
Walking becomes peaceful, maybe by fear of ending and not knowing or not wanting to do next. About tracks litter, between the last patches of eucalyptus and oak trees reach the last village of O Pino. The municipality of Santiago waits on a high, close to the airport, and leads the pilgrim by the parish of Sabugueira. From the vantage point of the Monte do Gozo the first overview of Santiago de Compostela is obtained and starts a city tour that ends at the foot of the Baroque facade of the cathedral. The Obradoiro is the end and the beginning.

DAY 16. CHECK OUT AND END OF OUR SERVICES
Includes
• Accommodation and breakfast in double or single room with bathroom.
• Backpacks transportation for each stage along the way (max. 18 kg per bag)
• Accommodation along the way: Hotels, Farmhouses, Hostels
• Transfer the day 6 (La Mesa - Pola de Allande) and 7 (Polla de Allande - La Mesa)
• MP3 to visit Santiago (historical center / self-guided)
• Helpline 24 hours.
• 1 Full Camino walking guidebook and Pilgrims passport per person
• 1 Pilgrim shell per person
• Prices with VAT included
Does not include
Support car / Transfer IN / Transfer OUT

Optional Services
3rd person discount in extra bed sharing room with 2 adults 10%
Half Board supplement (3ª pax discount excluded) person/night 13,00€
Private Transfer and/or support car during the way: on request.
* For flight delays or waiting for baggage claim 20 € / Hour

NET Rates per person Double Room - 1299,00€
Single Room - 1699,00€

Camino Primitivo (Original Way)
7 DAY CIRCUIT

DAY 1. ARRIVAL BY OWN ACCOUNT AND OVERNIGHT IN LUGO

DAY 2. LUGO - A PONTE FERREIRA (29 KM):
You leave behind the Roman wall of Lugo, you will walk until Ponte Ferreira; the itinerary goes from Lugo to San Roman, Guntin and Pacio, reaching Ponte Ferreira. San Roman highlights the beautiful hermitage of San Román da Retorta. Of Romanesque origin, from the twelfth century, preserved only the front and side columns. Nearby is the church of Santa Cruz da Retorta, also Romanesque and from the same century. Upon reaching Ponte Ferreira, cross the small Roman bridge of a single arch.

DAY 3. A PONTE FERREIRA - MELIDE (20 KM):
Today we will get to the junction of the Primitive Way with French. Melide is our next destination. Melide is at the crossroads of the Ways of Santiago. In the center of the town and the French and the Original Way intersect. Traces of the history of the Camino passes through Melide; left a Pilgrim Hospital, from the year 1502, now a museum from Melide land. The Serra do Careón is the gateway to the Original Way in Melide land. The route of this road passes through the parishes of Vilouriz and Villamor, both rooted archaeological traces as forts, cruises and fragments of paved road within places where the natural landscape resembles to have stopped there o time. It will be in front of the old Pilgrims' Hospital, a Museum today, where the Original Way intersects with the French Road, in the Plaza del Convento, the most important place of the town and where the Obra Pia de Santo Antón is, which includes also the Chapel and the Town Hall.

DAY 4. MELIDE - ARZÚA (15 KM):
After Melide, the road passes through Boente and Castaneda then reach Arzúa, cheese villa. The Camino is presented in this docile stage and in very good condition, mixing earth and stone with small little road between villages, with mild climbs and descents alternating with flat sections.

DAY 5. ARZÚA - AMENAL (19 KM):
Between Arzúa and the cathedral of Santiago Medina nearly 40 kilometers and the most logical and prudent way to divide the section in two days doing stop and inn in Santa Irene or O Pedrouzo. The City Council of Arzúa gives the baton to O Pino in a comfortable way, with easier slopes and tracks always close to the N-547.
DAY 6. AMENAL - SANTIAGO (19 KM):
Walking becomes peaceful, maybe by fear of ending and not knowing or not wanting to do next. About tracks litter, between the last patches of eucalyptus and oak trees reach the last village of O Pino. The municipality of Santiago waits on a high, close to the airport, and leads the pilgrim by the parish of Sabugueira. From the vantage point of the Monte do Gozo the first overview of Santiago de Compostela is obtained and starts a city tour that ends at the foot of the Baroque facade of the cathedral. The Obradoiro is the end and the beginning.

DAY 7. CHECK OUT AND END OF OUR SERVICES

Includes
• Accommodation and breakfast in double or single room with bathroom.
• Backpacks transportation for each stage along the way (max. 18 kg per bag)
• Accommodation along the way: Hotels, Farmhouses, Hostels
• MP3 to visit Santiago (historical center / self guided)
• Helpline 24 hours.
• 1 Full Camino walking guidebook and Pilgrims passport per person
• 1 Pilgrim shell per person
• Prices with VAT included

Does not include
Support car / Transfer IN / Transfer OUT

Optional Services
3rd person discount in extra bed sharing room with 2 adults 10%
Half Board supplement (3ª pax discount excluded) person/night 13,00€
Private Transfer and/or support car during the way: on request.
* For flight delays or waiting for baggage claim 20 € / Hour

NET Rates per person Double Room - 599,00€
Single Room - 769,00€

St. Jean Pied de Port to Santiago de Compostela
37 DAYS CIRCUIT

Day 1: Arrival in St. Jean Pied de Port
Day 2: St. Jean Pied de Port - Roncesvalles (25 km)
Day 3: Roncesvalles-Zubiri (23 km)
Day 4: Zubiri-Pamplona (23 km)
Day 5: Pamplona-Puente la Reina (22 km)
Day 6: Puente la Reina-Estella (21 km)
Day 7: Estella-Los Arcos (22 km)
Day 8: Los Arcos-Logroño (27 km)
Day 9: Logroño-Nájera (24 km)
Day 10: Nájera-Santo Domingo de la Calzada (21 km)
Day 11: Santo Domingo de la Calzada-Belorado (22 km)
Day 12: Belorado-Atapuerca (29 km)
Day 13: Atapuerca-Burgos (20 km)
Day 14: Burgos-Castrojeriz (38 km)
Day 15: Castrojeriz-Frómista (26 km)
Day 16: Frómista-Carrión de los Condes (19 km)
Day 17: Carrión de los Condes-Calzadilla de la Cueza(17 km)
Day 18: Calzadilla de la Cueza-Sahagún (22 km)
Day 19: Sahagún-El Burgo Ranero (17 km)
Day 20: El Burgo Ranero-Mansilla de las Mulas (19 km)
Day 21: Mansilla de las Mulas-León (18 km)
Day 22: León-Villadangos (22 km)
Day 23: Villadangos-Astorga (26 km)
Day 24: Astorga-Rabanal (20 km)
Day 25: Rabanal-Ponferrada (32 km)
Day 26: Ponferrada-Villafranca del Bierzo (23 km)
Day 27: Villafranca del Bierzo-Vega de Valcárcel (16 km)
Day 28: Vega de Valcárcel-O Cebreiro (14 km)
Day 29: O Cebreiro-Triacastela (21 km)
Day 30: Triacastela-Sarria (18 km)
Day 31: Sarria-Portomarin (22 km)
Day 32: Portomarin-Palas de Rei (24 km)
Day 33: Palas de Rei-Melide (16 km)
Day 34: Melide-Arzúa (14 km)
Day 35: Arzúa-Rúa/Amenal (19 km)
Day 36: Rúa/Amenal- Santiago (22 km)
Day 37: Check out and end of our services.

**Includes**
- Accommodation and breakfast in double or single room with bathroom.
- Backpacks transportation for each stage along the way (max. 18 kg per bag)
- Accommodation along the way: Hotels, Farmhouses, Hostels
- MP3 to visit Santiago (historical center / self guided)
- Phone support 24 hours
- 1 Full Camino walking guidebook and Pilgrims passport per person
- 1 Pilgrim shell per person
- Prices with VAT included

**Does not include**
- Support car / Transfer IN / Transfer OUT

**Optional Services**
- 3rd person discount in extra bed sharing room with 2 adults 10%
- Half Board supplement (3rd pax discount excluded) person/night 13,00€
- 36 picnics supplement (sandwich+drink+ dessert) 269,00€
- Transfer Supplement Santiago city center - Santiago airport (max 1 to 3 pax) 33,00€
- Transfer Supplement Santiago city center - Santiago airport (max 4 to 7 pax) 51,00€
- Private Transfer and/or support car during the way: on request.
* For flight delays or waiting for baggage claim 20 € / Hour

**NET Rates per person Double Room - 2499,00€**
**Single Room - 3199,00€**

Camino de Santiago - Walking - Leon to Santiago
17 DAYS CIRCUIT

Day 1: Arrival in Leon
Day 2: León-Villadangos (22 km)
Day 3: Villadangos-Astorga (26 km)
Day 4: Astorga-Rabanal (20 km)
Day 5: Rabanal-Ponferrada (32 km)
Day 6: Ponferrada-Villafranca del Bierzo (23 km)
Day 7: Villafranca del Bierzo-Vega de Valcárcel (16 km)
Day 8: Vega de Valcárcel-O Cebreiro (14 km)
Day 9: O Cebreiro-Triacastela (21 km)
Day 10: Triacastela-Sarria (18 km)
Day 11: Sarria-Portomarin (22 km)
Day 12: Portomarin-Palas de Rei (24 km)
Day 13: Palas de Rei-Melide (16 km)
Day 14: Melide-Arzúa (14 km)
Day 15: Arzúa-Rúa/Amenal (19 km)
Day 16: Rúa/Amenal- Santiago (22 km)
Day 17: Check out and end of our services.

Includes
• Accommodation and breakfast in double or single room with bathroom.
• Backpacks transportation for each stage along the way (max. 18 kg per bag)
• Accommodation along the way: Hotels, Farmhouses, Hostels
• MP3 to visit Santiago (historical center / self-guided)
• Phone support 24 hours
• 1 Full Camino walking guidebook and Pilgrims passport per person
• 1 Pilgrim shell per person
• Prices with VAT included

Does not include
Support car / Transfer IN / Transfer OUT

Optional Services
3rd person discount in extra bed sharing room with 2 adults 10%
Half Board supplement (3º pax discount excluded) person/night 13,00€
16 picnics supplement (sandwich+drink+ dessert) 119,00€
Transfer Supplement Santiago city center - Santiago airport (max 1 to 3 pax) 33,00€
Transfer Supplement Santiago city center - Santiago airport (max 4 to 7 pax) 51,00€
Private Transfer and/or support car during the way: on request.
* For flight delays or waiting for baggage claim 20 € / Hour

NET Rates per person
Double Room - 1429,00€
Single Room - 1799,00€

BUEN CAMINO!!!!!!